Time for DNA Disclosure

THE LEGISLATION THAT ESTABLISHED THE U.S. NATIONAL DNA INDEX SYSTEM (NDIS) IN 1994 explicitly anticipated that database records would be available for purposes of research and quality control “if personally identifiable information is removed” [42 U.S.C. Sec 14132(b)(3)(D)]. However, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which controls the database, has published no research derived from NDIS and has declined to disclose these records to academic scholars. The National Research Council recently noted that “methods developed in crime laboratories to aid in law enforcement” would benefit from the contributions of academic scientists (1). We believe the time has come for the FBI to release anonymized NDIS profiles to academic scientists for research that will benefit criminal justice.

Disclosure of NDIS profiles would allow independent scientists to evaluate some of the population genetic assumptions underlying DNA testing using a database large enough to allow more sensitive evaluation of population structure. The publicly available population databases used to date for statistical estimation of the frequency of DNA profiles are relatively small ($N = 1000$), consisting of convenience samples analyzed over a decade ago (2, 3). In contrast, NDIS has grown to over 7 million complete 13-locus short tandem repeat (STR) genotypes (4). Analysis of these data would allow more powerful tests of independence within and between loci, as well as assessment of the efficacy of the theta factors used to compensate for population substructure. (To the extent the data are identified by state, analysis of NDIS data could also yield important information about the most appropriate geographic scaling for allele frequency estimates.)

The large sample size also allows real-world tests of propositions that previously have been addressed only by simulation. For example, it would allow tests of the frequency with which three-person mixtures could produce profiles consistent with two contributors (5); kinship analysis could allow assessment of how match probabilities are affected by the number of close relatives in the database (6, 7); and multivariate analysis could be used to evaluate the extent to which DNA profiles cluster due to identity by descent. As studies of smaller databases have shown, researchers need not know a priori the precise number of relatives in the database, nor their ethnic/racial background, to perform these assessments (6, 8). Indeed, scholars who have examined smaller databases have called for examination of national databases (6, 8, 9). Access to the anonymized 13-locus genotypes would allow more powerful analyses of these important issues than was previously possible.

Analysis of NDIS can also yield valuable insights into the frequency and circumstances under which certain typing errors may occur. A review of a government database from Victoria, Australia, containing 15,021 9-locus STR profiles shows how important such a review can be for “quality control purposes” (10, 11). The study found an error rate of about 1 in 300 for the typing of reference samples, which raises concerns about missed opportunities to develop investigative leads.

Disclosure of NDIS profiles would not violate any meaningful privacy interests (12). (There are easier ways to determine whether an individual has a criminal record than searching such a database, and the profiles would not be useful for medical diagnoses.) The profiles in the Victoria, Australia, database have been widely circulated for years with no known harm occurring. The U.S. government regularly argues to courts that broad mandatory DNA collection statutes are not unconstitutional precisely because the 13 genetic loci are noncoding and thus have no power to reveal any sensitive information. Moreover, as most research scientists know well, the government frequently releases sensitive information under controlled conditions to verified researchers. Even within the criminal justice context, law enforcement officials have made available data about the age, race, gender, geographic residence, and a wide range of other information about criminal offenders so that researchers can conduct studies aimed at improving and enhancing effective law enforcement.
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Some have suggested that the release of NDIS profiles would be unduly burdensome (33), but the relevant fields in the SQL database could be copied in a matter of minutes.

Open access to data is a fundamental tenet of science. The need for openness was reinforced by the recent National Research Council report, which decried the insularity of forensic science and called for greater involvement of the academic community in assessment, validation, and improvement of forensic science methods (1). Law enforcement should honor the norms of science and open the NDIS and other government DNA databases to independent scientific scrutiny. Doing so poses no meaningful risk and can only strengthen the quality of forensic DNA analysis.
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